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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

13 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

15 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

8 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

12 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

56 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

10 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

12 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

7 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

9 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

5/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

9 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

52 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

14 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

8/ 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

4/5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

9 / 10
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Total Points - Team

35 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

18 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

15/ 15

c) Active Governance contributors

2/5

d) Governance infrastructure

10/10

e) Robustness of Governance process

10 / 10

Total Points - Governance

55 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

15 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

25 / 25

Total

223 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer: The previous report answered this extensively and still relays the same information based around the
Curve.fi protocol.
Curve is an AMM exchange protocol with the primary function of allowing for similar-price token
transactions with low slippage and handling fees. Curve’s AMM model is an engineered version of
Uniswap v2.0’s constant product market maker model. Its StableSwap algorithm is explicitly designed
to create more market depth by concentrating the liquidity near the ideal price for similar priced assets
and minimise slippage when exchanging them, even in large volumes.
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The Curve DAO token was launched in August 2020 and has achieved great success thanks to its utility. Curve
experienced serious growth in the second half of 2020, providing users with low slippage and low fees for
exchanging similar stablecoins and ERC-20 tokens. Now, in 2022, it still holds its own in a competitive Defi market
with a $453,561,760 MC, continuation in community growth and improved voting platform. Curve Pioneered the
staking to vote model (veCRV) with many DeFi protocols following behind.
Score: 13

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer: Curve still sits in podium position scored from DefiLlama’s TVL ranking in 2nd place just under MakerDAO.
At a TVL of $8.19b Curve has lost 61% in total value locked since the start of the year. On Jan 1, it had a TVL of
approximately $23.25 billion.

TVL fell steeply due to a crash in the overall total value locked on the blockchains the DApp is deployed on. TVL on
Ethereum at the start of the year was in the region of $20.53 billion. The bearish trend of the market saw a 62% drop
in this figure to around $7.64 billion on May 13.
-

-

Curve TVL on Avalanche on Jan 1, was approximately $1.26 billion. On May 13, the total value locked of CRV
was $477.06 million, a 62% decline in five months. The total amount staked was around $2.21 billion at the
beginning of the year. This figure dropped by 66% to $744.51 million on May 13.
The total value locked in CRV on Fantom was in the region of $588.89 million on Jan 1. In the second week
of May, this figure declined by 54% to around $265.12 million.
On Arbitrum, Curve TVL was approximately $450.38 million at the start of the year. Decreased investor
interest in TVL saw a plunge of 63% to $166.54 million within the same period. (Beincrypto market analysis)

While markets still decline the demand for Curve DAO still remains a key importances in the AMM DEFI category.
Curve DAO should still score maximum points due to its solid protocol and cross chain utility compared to
competitors.

Score:15
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c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer: Curve DAO operates in an ever growing and sustainable market of stable coin exchanges. Curve DAO is
unique thanks to its technology and technical capacity. Instead of relying on order books, Curve forms liquidity pools
based on smart contracts that work as an automated market maker.
Users are connected with the best routes for their exchanges, while trading of tokens and stablecoins is conducted
between traders and exchange protocols. Thanks to its technology and capacity to exchange tokens and stablecoins
at the best rates, Curve has become synonymous with decentralised finance.
Over the last 30 days the total DEX volume has accrued to $77.3B and over the course of 12 months hit a staggering
$1.106T showing a massive market for Curve to thrive in. Details on volume and market share to follow below.

Score: 8

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer: Curve is currently one of the key players within the decentralised stablecoin swaps market. The protocol
has an onchain battle for governance of votes called the “Curve Wars”. This is caused by the CRV emission
incentives and vote locked CRV, which means that over 55% of the total CRV supply is currently locked, with the
average lock up time at 3.64 years.
This is a huge number locked up, limiting supply. However, the concern of Uniswap offering stablecoin swaps with
1/4 of the fees is certainly something to consider, as the Curve business model only works if Curve remains the main
platform for stablecoin swaps. Should they lose this title, as the lock up periods finish, CRV would suffer greatly.
Currently Curve sits behind Uniswap for weekly DEX volume at $4,002,526,734 (24/6/22). Uniswap takes
$11,065,682,278. A massive $7,063,155,544 difference.
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Since the last report Curve’s Monthly DEX volume has decreased by 52.8% from 22.6M to 13.1M. Its rival, Uniswap,
has also seen a rapid decline in DEX volume from 71.8M to 39.5M, a 57.9% drop. More information to be found on
Dune.
Curve still operates the most amount of chain swaps compared to any other Defi MM in the top 10 TVL ranking on
Defi Llama (https://defillama.com/). This makes it a benchmark, bluechip project that still deserves one of the top
spots compared to its competitors. However, with new players innovating and creating forks for cheaper fees and
easier user interface, Curve seems to pigeon-hole itself aiming for the whales and larger lending services.
For that reason I will rate Curve DAO an 8 out of 10.
Score: 8

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:
I touched on Curve’s unique attributes that make it a market leader in “Target Market Size” above. Curve forms
liquidity pools based on smart contracts that work as an automated market maker.
Users are connected with the best routes for their exchanges, while trading tokens and countless stablecoins.
Curve has made many partnerships including 1inch exchange, Paraswap and Coinmarket cap with many others as
seen below. (Curve.fi)
Curve’s liquidity pool infrastructure is permissionless, and can be
deployed by any user, even enabling them to apply for CRV rewards,
which makes the protocol an integral part of the DeFi infrastructure.
Curve seems to lack any medium/ crypto news articles to identify any
other partnership announcements. The team’s anonymity is impressive
but they show clear innovation pioneering the protocols governance
system. More details to follow on the team at the end of this report.
Key partners include Yearn, StakeDAO, Convex and Frax. The majority
governance holders are Frax and Convex which make up ~55% of the
total VeCRV distribution, heavily outweighing any other competitor on
Curve.
Convex, the main player to build on the protocol, still dominates
liquidity pool rewards with a total TVL $175,205,900 and volume of
$4,874,400 combined in the top 3 liquidity pools.
Score:12
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2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behaviour in the protocol, and the ability of
the token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?

Answer: The token enables its holder to participate in Curve DAO proposals and incentivises holders through staking
in protocol revenue. By locking the tokens for a certain amount of time, the token holder gains voting power and
revenue participation rights that are correlated to the length of the commitment. This ensures a long term alignment
between token holders and protocol. Lock up times include - 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year and 4
years for maximum voting power.
This voting token allows the community/ liquidity providers to decide each week where the CRV emission incentive
rewards for liquidity pools are distributed. This is decided on a Gauge vote every week. Simply put, a gauge weight
translates into how much of the daily CRV inflation it receives.
For example on the below chart, the Y pool is currently receiving around 72% of the daily CRV inflation. This means
that all liquidity providers in the Y pool share 72% of the daily CRV earnings.

So, the more VeCRV tokens you have, the more voting power you can use to boost liquidity pool earnings. This
proves absolutely vital to keeping the Curve economy circulating, therefore I will rate maximum score.
Score: 10
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b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer: Curve has a total amount of 3.03 billion CRV tokens and has the following token distribution:
-

62% will be distributed to liquidity providers
30% to shareholders (linearly unlocked within 2-4 years)
3% to team members (linearly unlocked within 2 years)
5% as a community reserve.
The initial release distributed around 43% of the total CRV supply, Individuals that stake their CRV in the
voting contract will receive a greater portion of the inflation; the longer one locks their CRV for, the more
they receive in liquidity pool fees as well as the veCRV voting token.
The 2-4 year unlock period increases the shareholder distribution credibility, yet 30% of the supply being
distributed to shareholders is relatively high. The top non-exchange CRV holding wallet now holds around
4% of the supply and all others hold less than 1% of the supply. All in all, the metrics indicate a somewhat
even distribution among holders Curve DAO currently has 72,337 holders and a circulating supply of
502,599,751.01. Full release schedule found https://dao.curve.fi/inflation

Distribution has been well executed to follow appropriate vesting periods for longevity. My only criticism is the 30%
to shareholders for early insiders but this also follows a reasonable vesting period.
Score: 12

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer:
The main purposes of the Curve DAO token are to incentivise liquidity providers on the Curve Finance platform as
well as getting as many users involved as possible in the governance of the protocol.
Governance is heavily weighted to a handful of whale’s currently, but that still allows high APY liquidity pools to
benefit all relevant stakeholders involved.
The below example is a breakdown of the biggest governor on Curve (Convex) and the benefit stream they create as
a provider.
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Source - https://tokenbrice.xyz/crv-wars-l2/
Curve DAO players must now be able to support an investment of several tens of millions of dollars due to the
current Curve war. The race to accumulate CVX and CRV has become primarily a game for DAOs or whales.
1. Boosts LP Curve: ability to build liquidity via votes on Curve gauges
2. Yields: 4-5% in cvxCRV + potential bribe yields if capacity is not used (or the protocol also use bribes)
3. Flexibility: CVX can be used to its maximum capacity by committing 16 weeks + 3 days (vlCVX) while CRV
requires up to 4 years of commitment (1 CRV = veCRV).

So to extract the utility of CRV, CVX is a credible and more flexible alternative, which is why most DAOs focus on this
token. Convex Finance has become a “functional L2” of Curve: a second layer that brings new features and a
different set of tradeoffs.
The continued issuance of CRV incentivises the liquidity providers and holders to stake, vote and boost which
promotes positive sum behaviour. Recirculating and creating a constantly growing Curve economy to supply all
involved parties.

Score: 7

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
CRV has 3 main utilities - voting, staking and boosting. Those three things will require you to vote lock your CRV and
acquire veCRV.
Fees are charged for swaps and shared between LPs and the protocol. The fees accrued by the protocol are shared
among the veCRV token holders, (i.e. CRV holders which committed their CRV tokens for a certain amount of time).
All together, this is a solid value capture model which ensures participation in governance and long term alignment
of token holders with the protocol.
The CRV boost feature is the ability to boost your rewards on provided liquidity. Vote locking CRV allows you to
acquire voting power to participate in the DAO and earn a boost of up to 2.5x on the liquidity you are providing on
Curve.
The table below can help you understand the value add of veCRV.
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Score: 9

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities

Answer: Curve DAO is available on the top 187 platforms providing ample liquidity to trade.

- https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/curve-dao-token/markets/

Score: 5
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f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
The main entity’s to make use of CRV are AAVE, Curve.fi direct and Yearn Finance. AAVE holds $51.56m in liquidity
and allows CRV to be used as collateral against other borrowing loans and yields.
The LP pools on Curve.fi include ETH, USDD and CVX paired with CRV.

Yearn Finance has a very eye-catching APY percentage
(currently 69.18%) using their Curve Gauge allocation to
incentivise high APY yields through a 3 way LP
containing - USDT, WBTC and WETH. The strategy used
is as below.
- LPs (CRV3CRPYO) are used to supply Convex finance
and earn CRV and CVX
- All earned tokens are then harvested, sold to create
more CRV3CRYPTO then deposited back into the
strategy to create a constant earning loop via Curve’s
protocol.

Score: 9
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3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer: The founder and CEO of Curve is Michael Egorov, a Russian scientist who has various experience with
cryptocurrency-related enterprises.
In 2015, he co-founded and became CTO of NuCypher, a cryptocurrency business building privacy-preserving
infrastructure and protocols.
Egorov is also the founder of decentralised bank and loans network LoanCoin.
I have been unable to find anything other than CM’s and 2 developers from previous reports - Angel Angelov and Ben
Hauser (developers), and three community managers, “Charlie,” “Kendrick Lama,” and “Chris”. Due to Curve’s track
record being one of the original DeFi protocols I am happy to rate credibility highly on the last 2 years achievements.
Score: 14

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer: Again, information on team members seems to be very limited but track record proves a highly skilled and
talented team to create one of the biggest DEX’s in the DeFi world.
Score: 8
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c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer: Curve DAO has a very active twitter taking part in many discussions relating to current market conditions,
pool liquidity totals and current protocol improvements. I have not been able to find any information to suggest
negativity around collective intelligence.

Information still remains the same on DYOR regarding the Curve team.
-

Is part of the Global DeFi Alliance, created by Huobi (15-9-2020).
Partners with Alpha Homora (11-1-2021).
Someone on the Curve team is one of the multi-sig holders for the Polygon contracts (15-5-2021).
is part of the DeFi for the People initiative by Celo (31-8-2021).”

Score: 4
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer: Previous report still stands correct, after reaching out to the Curve team I was unable to confirm previous
funding amounts other than Joulien Bouteloup being involved as well as Coinbase Ventures, Framework Ventures
RR2 Capital and Digital Currency group as found on Messari. Due to high success and growth over the last 2 years I
am confident in rating the team's efficient resource coordination.
Score: 9

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer: As seen on Curve.fi
Curve is fully decentralised with the launch of Curve DAO. There's an Emergency DAO which is able to pause the
pools during the first 2 months in existence and Curve DAO can unpause them at any time.
Curve Emergency DAO has 9 members and 59.999% support and 51% quorum Curve Emergency DAO can act when
there's a danger of loss of funds and call the kill_me function of Curve Pool contracts which disables all functionality
except for withdrawals. Curve pools can be reenabled back by either Emergency DAO or Curve DAO The Emergency
DAO is controlled by Curve DAO which can add or remove Emergency members
Smart contracts CANNOT be upgraded. This limits actions in a case of emergency, but leaves users fully in control
of their funds.
Curve DAO is now fully decentralised. In the current light of market conditions due to the LUNA & UST spiral this
could be seen on either side whether or not there is risk of exploitation. As noted above there is an emergency DAO
feature but the crypto goal of becoming fully decentralised comes with these risks as seen; Therefore i will be rating
this section highly.
Score: 18
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b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer: Governance is completely in the hands of the user and influences all operations of the protocol as stated
above. Details from Curve’s gitbook state:
-

To vote on the Curve DAO, users need to lock vote lock their CRV. By doing so, participants can earn a boost
on their provided liquidity and vote on all DAO proposals. Users who reach a voting power of 2500 veCRV
can also create new proposals. There is no minimum voting power required to vote.
veCRV stands for vote escrowed CRV, it's a locker where users can lock their CRV for different lengths of
time to gain voting power. Users can lock their CRV for a minimum of a week and a maximum of four years.
As users with long voting escrow have more stake, they receive more voting power.

I will score a maximum of 15 on this section, Curve’s whole model is based on complete user governance. The votes
decide the on-chain changes for boosts of rewards and distribution of veCRV to the liquidity pools.
Score: 15

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practised by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer: There have been 79~ proposals since the start of 2022, key activities include the removal of UST pools and
whitelisting Frax Protocol to stake veCRV and permalock majority of earnings as veCRV (and cvxCRV) from all FBP
emissions.
The majority governance holders are Frax and Convex which make up ~55% of the total VeCRV distribution, heavily
outweighing any other competitor on Curve. This relates back to the Curve Wars as mentioned previously in this
report.
There are a total of 12 wallets voting consistently, In the last report veCRV vote distribution was heavily controlled
by Convex, 6 months later they still dominate. The same wallet from January still has a mass majority over the
protocol's voting system at just over half of the entire governance (51.1%). Please see below page for January to
June comparison.
So, the idea of decentralised governance becomes a battle of the whales - he who has the biggest money pot wins.
For this reason the governance contribution points will be scored lower. The monopoly between Convex & Frax
makes it next to impossible to compete; unless larger players come to the table to fight for the highest percentage
governance.
I will be agreeing with the previous report's score, Curve is still heavily weighted in favour of a handful of veCRV
voters that have majority power on all proposals.
Score: 2
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(2022 - January Distribution)

(2022 June Distribution)
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d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
The governance infrastructure comprises of an on-chain DAO mechanism connected by Aragon, signal voting via
https://signal.curve.fi/#/.
The “Signal Curve Snapshot” interface then links to the Curve DAO proposal discussion forums built on the curve.fi
website where reasoning and discussion can be had before votes are completed.
As seen below, Curve has a very simplistic and clear UI for the voting system.

Previously the forum had multiple spam posts but that seems to have cleared as more members have joined.
Discord consists of ~27k members and the Snapshot forum has ~17k members. The voting mechanism is very
robust and easy to navigate, maximum score given.

Score: 10
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e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer: Details still remain the same from previous reports. Very robust, clear & concise instructions on their
Gitbook document as to how operations work as found here. (https://resources.curve.fi/governance/proposals) All
governance is committed on-chain which keeps the process formal and easy to follow.
More details found here (https://resources.curve.fi/governance/understanding-governance)
Score: 10

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: The Swiss Stake GmbH is the legal entity of the Curve team, with the principal Michael Egorov, incorporated
in Zug, Switzerland. Source - Cointelegraph
Curve also has a “Risks” tab to emphasise their place as a DAO to their users.

Permanent loss of a peg

-

If one of the stablecoins in the pool goes significantly down below the peg of 1.0 and never returns to the
peg, it'll effectively mean that pool liquidity providers hold almost all their liquidity in that currency.

Risks of using Curve Finance

-

Providing liquidity on Curve doesn't come without risks. Before making a deposit, it is best to research and
understand the risks involved

Score: 15
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b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer: Framework and jurisdiction falls under Switzerland - Top tier.
Score:10
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